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PREFACE

In o.ecidj.ng whether or not there should be established a
sugar beet industry in New Zealand, there are many considerations
which policy makers need to bear in mind, but there are two major
questions which initially must be answered.
The first question is "what is the return to the nation on
the capital invested in growing and processing sugar beet by
comparison with the return to be earned from the same resources
used to increase traditional exports for the import of sugar from
abroad?"
Such an assessment depends not only on the farm management
and economic aspects of a sugar beet industry in New Zealand but
it also depends on the assumptions which are used as to the price
which will have to be paid for imported sugar over the next decade
or s~and this, then, is the second question which must be
answered, viz" "what is the likely future course of world sugar
prices?"
In this paper 1~ Frampton sets out to answer this second
question in the context of a broad review of some general aspects
of sugar marketing and trade~ leading up to a tentative evaluation
of the worthwhileness of the sugar industry..
Before preparing
this pape~ Mr Frampton completed9 at Massey University of Manawatu~
a thesis on the farm management aspects of sugar beet production
which will eventually be published as a complement to the present
paper ..
We should like to acknowledge the valuable assistance given
by officers of the Department of Industries and Commerce, and to
thank Dr R.H. Snape of Monash University for permission to
reproduce parts of his doctoral thesis on "Protection and
Stabilisation in the World Sugar Industrylt.

Linooln College
25 June 1964

B. P. Philpott
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1 a INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The present high retail pri.ce of' sugal'" has again
stimulated interest in a proposal that a sugar industryl'
using sugar beet as a raVif m.ater:ial~ be set up in Nevv Zealand ..
This proposal has been made and has found enthusiastic
support many times si.nce °1870..
Although several reports
have been submitted to GoverT1..ment and considerable trial
work carried out there has never been a comprehensive and
systematic study of either the Farm Management im:olications
of' mechanised sugar beet culture? or of' the f'actors that
should be taken into account in deter'mining a national sugar
policyo
This publ:i.cation is concerned with national sugar
policy and brings together relevant data whi.ch should remove
some of' the many misconceptions :1.n the public minde
It
also sugges ts how sugar policy sho1.110. develop in relation
to the expected f'uture f'all in \ii/orld sugar prices.,
A review of the world sugar industry is given in
section 1.
The statistics reveal the spectacular rise in
sugar production and consumption over the last two decades
and also the nature of world price f'luctuations = short
periods of high prices followed by long periods of low pricesc
Less than one-third of' total world production of' sugar
has been traded internationally in recent years and less than
one-half' of' this trade has -been on a free mal"ket..
Thus the

(a)

I am indebted to Prof'essor BoP. Philpott and
J@T~ Ward for their helpful comments on this
publica tion ..

Dr~

1

free market is 8. narT'OW ~ residual market particularly
susceptible to price fluctuations of a type descri.bed by
economists as \I cobweb H movements..
'rhe nature and effects
of this instability is described in the third section$
Two international protective and subsidy arrangements the British CommonWealth Sugar Agreement and the United
States Sugar Act - as well as mar~ national beet sugar subsidy
schemes operate in the world sugar economy at present..
The
effects of the various protective measures are discussed in
section 4 where it is found that a change in the form of
protection would reduce price instability and increase
world sugar consumption®
Sugar policy decisions should not be based on present
prices but on the best available estimate of future pricese
Such an estimate is presented in section 5$
Original work
has not been carried out g but the extensive studies of the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FoAeOo) have been summarisedo
The author is fully
conscious of the frailties of long term projections based on
econometric models but estimates of' future prices must be
attemptedo
The general conclusion is that there is no
likelihood of a world shortage of sugar in the future 9
because low cost cane sugar producers are ready and willing
to increase cane sugar production enormously at relatively
low priceso
Increased ID1certainty is associated with these
projections because of the political. factors which could
influence the Sino-Soviet=Cuban relationship..
Any break
between Cuba and the Sino-Soviet world would place large
quantities of sugar on the world market and would probably
bring disastrously low prices for producers supplying the
free market ..
The final section describes present New Zealand sugar
policy and tentatively evaluates the worthwhileness of a
domestic sugar beet industry"
Two different assumptions
concerning the New Zealand currency exchange rate have been
2

made and each has been discussedo
The main conclusion is
that New Zealand should continue to purchase sugar at the
world price and make no attempt to set up a sugar beet
industry for at least five yearso
Appendix A presents a brief description of the United
States Sugar Act, the British Commonwealth Sugar Agreement,
the International Sugar Agreement and the Free Market.
Appendix B treats the cobweb effect in more detail.
The
various statistical tables are brought together in
Appendix C and a short list of references are given in
Appendix D..

2eA REVIEW OF WORLD SUGAR PRODUCTION 9
PRICES, TRADE AND CONSUMPrION
A brief review of the main factors which have
influenced the development of the world sugar industry
over the past fifty years is presented in this section.
This background knowledge is reqp.ired for an appreciation
of the factors contributing to the recent violent price
fluctuations in the world raw sugar market.
High grade sugar(b)can be produced from many plants
but the main commercial sources are sugar beet and sugar
cane~
The beet sugar industry is principally located in
northern temperate regions while sugar cane is a product
of tropical and sub-tropical areas ..

(b)

As a centrifuge is used in the manufacture of high
grade sugar, this is usually termed centrifugal
sugarQ
There is significant production of noncentrifugal (crude) sugars in many of the less
developed countries of the world ..

3

2Q1 World Production

o~

Sugar

The total production of all types of sugar,
centrifugal and non-centri~ugal, increased from 5 million
metric tons in 1880 to 58 million tons in 1960 - a growth
o~ nearly 1,100 per cent in 80 years(1) (see Figure i).
At the beginning of the period production was almost
equally divided between beet and cane, but by 1900 beet
sugar contributed 65 per cent to the world total o~
The pattern changed soon after
8 million metric tons~
1900 and by 1924-28 cane sugar constituted 60 per cent
o~

world sugar

supplies~

The economic depression of the thirties stimulated
nationalistic agricultural policies and during the five
years

be~ore

the second world war the percentage of cane

in total sugar production declined to 57 per cento
Since
the end of the second world war both beet and cane sugar
have advanced rapidly, but in the last few years cane
appears to have advanced slightly more~
One o~ the most signi~icant developments of the
post-war world agricultural economy has been the growth
in the production and consumption of sugar9
During the
second world war production fell by 20 per cent and the
pre-war average of 24*6 million metric tons was not
regained until 1947/8®
Since then the progress of
production and consumption has been more rapid than that
o~ any other agricultural commodity.(2)
The enormous
growth in sugar production over the last eighty years
is shown in Figure 1 which also shows separately the
production attributa-ble to cane and beet"
Apart

~rom

the influence of seasonal weather

conditions the post-war increase is explained by the
upward trend in production capacity.
The area llilder
cane and sugar beet has expanded steadily during the past
decade and factory capacity, which in many countries
constituted an effective limitation on production, has
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been enlarged and modernized at considerable coste
New
factory construction has increased the wo.rld sugar making
potential by 8 to 10 million metric tons"
Many countries
which used to import all their sugar have begllil domestic
production while others have started to construct factories
or to experiment with sugar cUltivatione
Countries included
in this latter category are: Greece, Congo, Chile, Ethiopia,
Israel, Ceylon, Iraq, Ghana, Nigeria, Syria, Tunisia,
Portugal and New Zealanda
Nor is the end of' the trend in sight.,
'rhe U"SGS.R ..
and Mainland China have announced tremendous expansion
programmes which aim at increasing their centrif'ugal sugar
manuf'acturing capacity by 4 or 5 million metric tonse
To
some extent their problems di:ffer from those of' other
countries since SUbstantial increases in consumption are
predicted on expansion of' domestic production"
But
expansion is evident in other countries as well.
An
incomplete tabulation by F~A~00 in 1961 showed that private
concerns or public authorities in approximately 25 countries
-.
had formulated further investment programmes to expand
sugar-grinding or sugar refining capacity~
The highest world output of centrifugal sugar so far
recorded was 54.95 million metric tons in 1960/1 (see Table
1)0
Production in the following year was lower by 3~5
million metric tons5
The reduced output of both beet and
cane sugar in 1961/2 resulted from acreage and harvesting
cut-backs in response to changing marketing patterns,
unfavourable free market prices and heavy stocks carried
over from earlier years.
In addition, adverse seasonal
conditions in some areas caused lower yields.
Total world
production in 1962/3 l"emained approxima tely the same as f'or
1961/20
Beet sugar production in both Western and Eastern
Europe was reduced due to a continuing run of adverse
Weather.
The severe winter made harvesting extremely
difficult and a proportion of crops remained in the ground

6

and were not processed ..
continued to increase ..

In the UeS .. S .. Rm sugar produ.ction

The lower Cuban harvest of 1961/2 resulted from
below-normal rainfall, labour and management dirficulties,
inadequate cultivation and harvest practices and the fact
that little new cane was planted in the years 1959 to
1961 .. (3)
The Cuban Government policies for increasing
diversification of agriculture and of collectivization
have also had adverse effects on sugar productione
In
addi tion~ the 1962/3 crop was affected by the hurx'icane
which devastated large areas in the Carribean in October
Increased production occu.rred in the United States,
India, Australia, South Africa, Mexico and the Philippines
but these increases were offset by decreases in other
parts of the world..
Production or centrifugal sugar ror
1963/4 is currently estimated at 53 million metric tons
by FeA.O ..
2.2 World Sugar Prices
The first world war caused a great decline in beet
production so that the war and immediate post-war years
saw a period of wild prosperity for cane producers, high
prices (see Figure 2) being followed by rapid opening up of
new cane lands and expansion of processing facilities..
As
the beet producing areas of Europe recovered from the war
and with the growth of new protected industries (eeg .. in
the United Kingdom after 1924 and in India after 1930),
production rapidly outstripped demand ..
In the late 1920's and early 1930~s sugar prices
tumbled as stocks built UP9 hitting both the relatively
unprotected cane producers and the main European beet
producers and exporters..
Acreage limitations were imposed
by most of the main exporting countries under the
"Chadbourne tt International Sugar Agreement of 1931..
The
Agreement succeeded in working off 3 million tons of
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excess stocks but action on the part of exporters alone
was not sufficient to restore prices to more lucrative
levels so that in 1937 an International Sugar Agreement
including both exporters and importers was signed.
Before it became effective the second world war began
when production was again detrimentally affected$
Sugar stocks were very low after the second world
war.
Experience had demonstrated that for the efficient
operation of national distribution systems, stocks of at
least 6-10 weeks were essential..
During the period
1947/50, the increase in stocks, while substantial, was
no more than the minimum necessary for operation'll However ffl
with the record harvest in Cuba in 1952, stocks rose
steeply with inevitable effects on prices",
Stocks
increased further in 1954/5 when they amounted to 16-17
weeks of world consumption",
Demand on the fl'>ee market
could not keep pace with supply in the post-war period at
what were generally thought to be desirable price levels.
As stocks built up and with the growing fear of a fall in
prices a new International Agreement was thought necessary ..
This was negotiated in 1953 9 reviewed in 1956, renewed
in 1958 and remained in force virtually unchanged form
until December 1961~
The sharp increase in stocks after 1958 caused a
general weakness in the world market which deepened through
1961 with the record 1960/1 production and the appearance
in mid-year of cheap European and Cuban refined sugar ..
The downward trend was intensified with the entry of the
1961/2 European crop in September of that year and reached
£ stg 19.75 per long ton, raw basis, c~iefQ UeK., the
lowest price for more than twenty years..
Since January
1962, apart from short lapses there has been a continuing
recovery, beginning in February with the wi thdrawal of
Cuba from the market for the remainder of 1962.
The
recovery strengthened later as indications of lower
9

European and Cuban production were conf'irmede
,:£ihen prices
moved sharply upward with the onset o~ the crisis over the
Cuban missile bases e
On 22 October 1962, immediately
be~ore the crisis the London daily price was £ stg 27 per
long tone
By the yearWs end the price had moved to
£ stK40..
In this movement, t·v'Vo f'actors were involved
as the initial rise was a response to the crisis~ then,
when the international tension eased, prices continued to:
rise as the supply position began to exert tb.e more powerful
in~luence6
On 23 May 1963 the London price reached £101
per ton but ~ell to £56 per ton in SeptemberQ
It again
rose, however, and the November price was £105 per ton.,
Since that date price has fluctuated with a steady downward
trend and at the time of' publication was £50 pel"" ton ..
203 The World Sugar Trade

.Although sugar production has risen markedly since
the last war, this increase has not affected all sugar
producers equallyo
The countries that wex'e tlle major cane
sugar producers (and the main exporters) in the pre=war
years have generally shown the lowest rate of' increase of'
production of' all countries and in some cases production
has decreasedo
The exporters that have expanded production
considerably over the last three decades are generally
those with large home markets or with large preferential
markets..
However, the largest increases in production
have been in importing or sel~ su~~icient countrieso
F.A.Oo has estimated that during the 1950~s production
doubled in sel~=su~ficient countries, more than doubled in
countries which were net importers at the begiru.1ing o~ the
decade, and increased by only 40 per cent in net exporting
countriese
The result of the rapid growth of' production in
countries that had been large importers is that international
trade (until 1960) has increased at a much slower rate than
10

snape(4) has analysed the intertotal world productione
national trade in sugar :E'or the year 1958/9 and his figures
are reproduced in Tables 2 and 3&
The relatively static
level of post-war international trade is shown by the
decline since 1947/8 of net exports expressed as a percentage of world production (Table 2)
The importance of
Cuba, accounting for more than a third of the world's
exports, and the United States, absorbing an even higher
proportion of world imports, is clear (Table 3)9
The
policies of both countries have been of' major importance
to the sugar industry of the world during the present
century.
0

The dominant feature of the world sugar economy since
1960 has been the drastic change in the pattern of international trade brought about by the cessation of United
States sugar imports from Cuba and the appearance of the
U.S.S.R. and Mainland China a~ the major buyers of Cuban
sugar..
Prior to 1960 the bulk of' Cuban sugar exports
were directed to the United States market, where they have
received preferential treatment under successive Sugar
Acts..
In 1959 approximately 60 per cent (208 million
metric tons) of total Cuban exports were shipped to the
United States.,
The quota originally established for 1960
covered a similar quantity, but following the accession to
power of Fidel Castro and the deterioration of political
relations between the two countries it was reduced in
July 1960 by the amount of the unshipped balance of
700,000 metric tons.,
In 1961, a complete ban was imposed on United States
imports of Cuban sugar$
The resultant gap in supplies was
filled partly by greater United States domestic production,
but mainly by dividing the Cuban share among other
established suppliers and non-quota countries, where
supplies were more than adequate following bumper 1960/1
harvests..
This development was of' outstanding importance
11

because it gave many countries an unexpected outlet for
their additional production on the United States market
where prices continued to be very much higher than those
obtainable on the world market or under the British
Commonwealth Sugar Agreemento
Cuba's market in the United States was replaced
by substantially increased. sales to the Sino-Soviet area
totalling 408 million metric tons in 1961 (see Table 4)0
A series of trade agreements were concluded with
countries in the area including one with the U$S.S.R.
covering 5 million metric tons for shipment in the five
year period 1960/4 and another with China involving
500,000 metric tons of sugar annually over the same
periodo
Following the reduction in Cuba~s United States
quota, the U$S.S .. R. gave an undertaking to Cuba that she
would purchase the 700~000 tons involved if no alternative
outlet could be foundo
Later the U6S~S.R$ agreed to
increase its purchases in '1961 to 2,,7 million metric tons
at a premium price of 4 cents per pound, foaQsc, if the
United States embargo continued.
China also subsequently
agreed to raise its purchases in 1961 to one million
metric tons.
The levels of exports and imports (see Tables 5
and 6) in other parts of the world, apart from the
continued changes in the sources of United States supplies
of foreign sugar, altered little between 1960 and 1961<J
Except for the 500,000 metric tons of Cuban raw sugar
shipped to Mainland China on loan by the UsS.SoRo, most
of the increased exports from Eastern Europe and the
U.S.S.R. were as refined sugarQ
These, in addition to
increased quantities on offer from France, India and
Turkey, resulted in a significant increase in the refined
sug!:ir trade and for part of 1961 the price of refined
sugar actually fell below that of raw sugar~
12

Trade in 1962 was at a slightly lower level than in
In 1963 trade was below the level of the previous
two years due to rising consumption p production failing
to rise, low stocks and the virtual drying up of "secondhand" Cuban sugar from Eastern Europe all combined with
the sharp rise in world sugar prices e
Cuban exports in
1963 were approximately 3i million metric tons including
Sino-Soviet shipments, which therefore fell well below
the original agreement target of 409 million metric tonso
204 World
Sugar Consumption
,
In the eleven years to 1961 annual world consumption
of sugar is estimated to have risen at a rate of over
5 per cent per annum, compounded, as against a population
rise over the period of less than 2 per cent per annum.
Consumption for the years 1959 to 1961 is shown in Table 70
In recent years the most striking increases in sugar
consumption has been recorded in the U8S.S~R~ (5)
Apart
from the UeSoSoR .. the rate of increase in sugar consumption
has been fastest in countries which have begun to move
towards economic prosperity and industrialization but
where consumption is still relatively lOWe
In countries
where consumption is already high there has been little or
no change..
In the United States and Australia for
instance, the low income elasticity for sugar(6) indicates
that only minor increases in sugar consumption can be
anticipated as a result of any future income growth.
The situation in low income countries is, however,
quite different.
Sugar is one of the first foods to
respond to a rise in income and further appreciable
increases in world sugar consumption may be expected
both through population growth and increases in per head
This is so, provided availability and
consumptione
consumer price do not become more limiting factors..
The
actual trend will depend largely on the tempo of
13

economic development in low income, low sugar consuming
countriese
An annual growth increment of 3-3.5 per cent
will give a world consumption of 68 million metric tons
by 19700
205 The Outlook for 1964/5(7)
During the remainder of the 1963/4 season, the
physical supplies available on the free world market
will remain tight"
The outlook beyond the middle of the
year is for a decline in prices"
Plans or expectations
of increased beet plantings for the 1964/5 harvest have
been reported by F$A~00 and by the middle of the year
prices will be beginning to reflect estimates of plantings
and of growing_conditions"
Major cane producing
countries have recently been formulating long-term plans
for expansion under the stimulus of recent high prices"
The expectation of improved supplies in 1964/5 is already
reflected in fUtures quotations, particularly for 1965
positions 0
Although the international sugar trade is
particularly subject to political influences we may
conclude that the prospects for the immediate future
are for a rapid increase in production, a slow increase
in consumption and a consequent decline in price on the
world sugar market"

14

3~INSTABILITY

IN THE WORLD SUGAR MARKET

In this section we discuss instability in the world,
or IIfree lf sugar market and indicate how interns.tional and
national sugar policies have contributed to this
instabili ty,.
T'he term "free market" is used to describe
the market where sugar 1s traded without restriction and
where the forces of supply and demand (and speculation)
are permitted to operate freely.
It can be seen from column 7 of Table 2 that the
free market is a residual market since over 50 per cent
of' the sugap enteping inteJ'national trade is traded
under bilateral or multilateral agreements at prices
Which bear no relationship to the world price.
The
two most important international arrangements in this
context ape the United States Sugar Act and the British
Commonwealth Sugar Agreement.
The United States protects both its domestic
producers of sugap beet and sugar cane, and imports most
of the remainder of its raw sugar re~uirements at prices
well above the world price (see Table 15) according to a
formula laid down in the United States Sugar Act.
Under
the British Cownonwealth Sugar Agreement Commonwealth
producers of cane sugar are allocated specific quotas
of' sugar to be supplied to the United Kingdom at
negotiated prices.
The Agreement is designed to
develop the production of sugar in Commonwealth countries
and to assist the orderly marketing of' sugar by providing
long-term price stability based on "fair average costs
of productionl! ..
Under the 1956 Sugar Act a Sugar Board was set up
to handle the negotiated price sugap and to support the
British Sugar Beet industry.
The Sugar Board purchases
quota sugar at the negotiated price, and immediately
sells it to private traders in the country of origin at

15

the world price~
When the world price is lower than
the negotiated price (as it normally is - see Table 17)
the Board sustains losses.
Under these price conditions
the British Sugar Corporation~ which is a government
controlled company processing all sugar beet in the
United Kingdom, also sustains losses.
These losses
are taken over by the Sugar Board and, together with
the loss on negotiated price sugar, is recouped by means
or a surcharge on all raw sugar imported into the
countrYQ
rr the world price is higher than the
negotiated price then the Board makes a prorit on its
sale or cane sugar and on the operations o:t the British
Sugar Corporation, whose prorits it also takes over.
'rhese profits are paid out as a "distribution payment"
where a surcharge would normally applY,.(c)
The overall e:trect or the agreement is that the
British consumer is subsidising Commonwealth cane sugar
and domestic sugar beet production in all years when the
world price is below the negotiated price.
The average
cost (to the British Sugar Corporation) or the raw sugar
content or home grown beet plus extraction costs is
approximately the same as the average price paid ror
negotiated price sugar by the Sugar Board.
This sometimes leads to the erroneous belier that United Kingdom
sugar production is not subsidised and is competitive
with cane sugar productiono
As well as the rorm or
subsidy explained above, some proportion or the general
subsidy (fertiliser, etcQ) paid to British :tarmers
could justly be imputed to sugar beet production.
Due to the erfects or these two agreements and the
subsidised. production of beet sugar in many countries
the free market has become a small proportion or world
(c) An explanation o:t how these losses and prorits arise
together with a description or the various sugar
agreements is presented in Appendix A.
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productionQ

Because of the residual nature of the free

market it is clear that the effects of w.riations in beet
yields, and any other factors (other than price) causing
a change in total
the free markete

demand~

all tend to be channelled on to
In periods of international tension

the main importers tend to build up stocks - the demand
being met from the free markete
Simultaneously the
supply schedule for the free market moves to the left
partly because exporters want to hold larger stocks but
mainly because of the increased demand upon countries
supplying preferential markets reduces the amounts they
have available for the free marketo
Thus the demand
and supply schedules, particularly the former, are highly
unstable.,
snape(4) has carried out an analysis which suggests
that a cobweb effect operates in sugar productiono
The
cobweb concept was first formulated by Mordecai Ezekiel to
explain commodity price~output se~uences in agricultureo
The cobweb theorem attempts to describe fluctuations which
are induced by a consistent tendency on the part of
producers to make excessive responses to price changeso
That is, by excessive increases in output when prices are
high and by excessive curtailment of output when prices
are lowo
Each individual producer is inclined to believe
that prices will stay high (or low) until he completes his
adjustment to present pricese
However, in the production
of many agricultural commodities a great many producers
act simultaneouslY$

Since there is usually a considerable

time lag between the planning and realisation of production
changes, prices will have turned from high to low in
response to the increasing supply (or vice versa) by the
time individual producers have completed the expansion
of' their production or its contraction, as the case may
be®
This means that a sudden increase in the price of
sugar induced by a crop failure, international disputes
and so on, will cause producers to plant greater acreages
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of cane in the season of high prices.
Consequently
greater supplies of sugar will come on to the market
the following season - some 12 to 18 months later when prices may be unduly depressed due to the expectation of increased supplies on a market where demand
may have returned to normal.
As a result of the low
price producers will cut back production and so the
cycle tends to be repeated.
No commodity follows this cycle precisely but
Snape's analysis (see Appendix B) shows a cobweb
tendency with the additional feature that whatever
the path of the cycle, it is highly probable that the
long term trend o~ average £rice will be ~ownwards.
The basic model presented by Snape seems to
approximate reality.
The large free-market price
rises in 1920 and 1950/1 both set off reactions that
if left to run their courses would have brought higher
and higher supply and lower and lower prices.
In both
cases supply and prices showed these tendencies and
controls were imposed, with little effect in the former
case.
This inherent tendency for an~ price fluctuation
(whether upward or downward) on the free market to bring
ever increasing average supply and ever declining average
price is the reason why instability is such a problem
for exporters to the free market.
Although the
circumstances are not quite the same owing to the
political uncertainty of the Cuban-Sino-Soviet relationship the basic conditions are now present for a
repetition of the cobweb effect with rapidly increasing
supplies in 1965 or 1966 accompanied by low prices.
Cane sugar production has increased sharply in
many countries to replace the quantity previously
supplied to the United States by Cuba.
Fiji has
announced plans for an increase in the acreage under
cane and other cane producing countries will be doing
18

likewise.
Even though agriculture in Cuba is being
diversified it is highly probable that cane sugar
production will again rise to something approaching
previous levels.
If the planned increases in sugar
beet acreages in the Soviet Bloc eventuate, those
countries may not be able to absorb the whole of the
Cuban output, thus further increasing the supplies on
the world markets
Figure 3 shows the monthly price
behaviour of sugar on the London Market since 1 January
1960.
A period of low prices has been followed by
unstable high prices with a rapid fall now taking place.
This figure together with Figure 2 and the clear evidence
of actual and planned production increases tends to
confirm that the world sugar market is on the downward
path in the "Snape cycle" and a period of low prices
seems inevitable in the near futureo
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4~THE

EFFECTS OF PROTECTION IN THE WORLD SUGAR I}IDUSTRY

There is proba·bly no other non-military commodity
the production and trade of which is subject to as much
regulation and control as sugar"
In this section a
summary of one a ttempt to meas·ure the ef'f~ects of this
r'egulation is presented",
Snape, in his paper "Some Effects of' Protection
in the World Sugar Industry?~(8) attempts to measure the
extent of' protection i:n "1959 and to estimate the effect
on world consumption and trade in that year assuming
that all sugar' had been available for consumption at the
'World free market pr:i.ee levels :for raw sugar, after
allowing for refining and distribution costs$
It is
emphasised that the calcUlations are of necessity
"rough" lJ but aT'e believed to be not so inaccurate as
to invalidat.e the main findings"
Further, the world
price will be hj.gher without protection than with itQ
Since it, is impossi.ble to determine how much higher it
would be$' no adjustments have been ma(le so that. the
f'igures der:Lved may be slightly over-estj.ma ted ..
In Table 8 the average gross receipts of mills or
fact.ories are listed I'or '! 959 and are expressed as import
or export parity~ whichever is relevant to the country in
questions
The:f .. aos" Cuba pI-ice o:f .3 cents per pound is
taken as export parity :for all countries except :for
'lla iwan 9 Indonesia and the Philippines whose proximity
to markets or potential markets justify a higher export

3*

parity of
cents per poundo
In Table 8 the import
parity price is applied to all net importers and self'
suf'f'icient countries an.d also for British Honduras and
the Belgi.um-Luxembourg economic union which probably
would be importers in the absence of protection..
The
export parity price is used for all other countries,
although it is daub tf'ul whether some of' them would have
been exporters if' they had received only the free market
21

exp ort price.
The percentages in column (2) of Table 8 give a
"rougp." idea of the extent of protection in 30 of the
non-communist countries of the world.
It can be seen
that the most protected areas are Puerto Rico, Hawaii,
mainland U.S$Ao and some countries of Western Europe.
(The figure for Indonesia is suspect because of the
unrealistic exchange rate.)
The least protected are
the Dominican Republic, TaiWan, Peru, Argentina, South
Africa and Cuba.
Broadly, and in aggregate, protection
involved the displacement of production from exporting
to importing countrieso
Snape then calculates that an additional
3,882,000 tons of raw sugar would have been consumed
in 1959 if, without any change in the levelof protection
given to producers, deficiency.payments had been used as
the sole means of protection instead of import duties
and export subsidies, and if there had been no (nonprotective) revenue duties&
Table 9 shows the results
of the exercise for all non-communist countries.
This
hypothetical extension of demand is about 30 per cent of
total net international trade in sugar and more than
70 per cent of the net free market trade in 1959
(excluding communist countries).
Should the estimated
extension of world demand have been brought about, its
satisfaction would almost certainly have occurred very
largely through an increase in international trade
rather than an increase in production in the protected
net importing countries"
The increase in supplies
would have come very largely from the principal
exporters to the free market in 1959.
Even at 1959
free-market prices? increases in supplies would have
come more readily" from these sources than from the
heavily protected sugar producers in other countries.
Whenever an international sugar agreement has been reviewed,
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the main exporters to the free market have emphasised
their capacity to augment supplies greatlys
An enlargement o~ the ~ree market on this scale
would secure a sUbstantial increase in receipts, both
by way

o~

larger sales and a small rise in prices

Not

only would receipts be higher but they would be more
stable.,
As both retail prices and the prices received
by producers in exporting countries would be tied more
closely to ~ree market prices, the supply and demand
for sugar on the free mar'ket would be more elastic than
at present and the price would be more stable..
At
present, disturbances in the world su.gar industry have
a disproportionately large effect on the relatively
small and highly exposed free market~
I~ this exposed
sector were much larger, the

e~fects

o~

the dlsturbances

would be more readily absorbed by it ..
The shrinking of the world market as a proportion
of total world production has been a source
the problems

o~

o~

many

o~

the lowest cost sugar producers in

recent years$
A partial solution to these problems is
implicit in Snapews analysis which does not involve a
change in the level
form ..
bring

o~

protection but merely in its

A reduction in the level o~ protection would
~urther improvements to world economic ef~iciency

and ~urther bene~lts to low cost producing countries,
most o~ which are in the under-developed group o~
nations ..
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5.PROJECTED SUGAR PRODUCTION AND
( )
CONSUMPTION LEVELS FOR 1970 BY FoA.Oe 9
Over the last decade world consumption of sugar
rose by 5.2 per cent per year, as against 2 per cent
for population, although the trends in per head consumption
differed widely between the various regions.
In North
America, Oceania (Australia, New Zealand, Fiji and Hawaii),
and North Western Europe~ sugar consumption has stabilised
at a high level.
In all other regions per head
consumption went up steadily, the greatest percentage
increase being generally recorded in the regions starting
from a low consumption levele
The demand for sugar is
influenced by the demand for those foods and beverages
to which sugar is added, dietary considerations as well
as income, population and priceo
Detailed statistical
analYSes(6) have shown~ however, that most of the
variation in per head consumption can usually be eXplained
in terms of income and pricese
The demand for sugar in 1970 was projected by
F&A.O. on the basis of population and income growth.
The income effect was computed on the basis of demand
functions assuming declining income elasticities and
saturation at high income levels.
Excluding the SinoSoviet area, it appears that, assuming constant prices,
total consumption may increase at a rate of only 2.7 to
3.2 per cent per year as against 3.8 per cent during
the previous decade&
If retail prices were to fall
demand would increase sharply in countries with low
consumption provided the retail price in those countries
is reduced and moves with the world price and vice versa
In countries where the sugar
for a rise in priceso
price is high, even a large variation in the world price
will have only a small impact at retail and would only
slightly influence the volume of consumption though
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price elasticity is generally high in those countries.
In Japan 1 f'or l.nstance, the retail price is about f'our
times as high as the world price (in 1962) even though
more than 85 per cent of' the sugar supply is imported.
Under such conditions, the level of' the retail price
depends mainly on government policies as regards import
duties, internal taxes and the level of' protection given
to domestic production.
Total world production of' sugar of' all types
increased by 94% between 1947/9 and 1960/1.
There is
every reason :for assuming that the f'orces which have
operated in the past to raise pr'oduction will continue
to do so..
Very sUbstantial expansion can be anticipated
in Mrica and the Near Easto
In other regions, the
largest increases f'or export are likely to take place in
Latin America and to a smaller extent in Asia and Oceania.
An abundance of' excellent sU.gar land, coupled with
relatively low~cost labour 1 skilled technological and
business management and adeCluate capital resources, will
greatly facilitate production expansion particularly in
Latin American countries.
In Europe, a Simple extrapolation of' past
production trends would show a sizeable export surplus
by 1970.
Indeed, in the European Economic Community,
the increase in yield 1;y itself' would be almost suf'f'icient
to keep pace with the expected domestic demand f'or sugar.
However, large increases f'or export are not thought
likely f'or two reasons 9 f'irstly such exports would be
very expensive f'ox' the Community, and second.ly, the
policy is likely to be to stabilise production and to
leave the export market, except f'or nominal quantities,
to the comparatively lower cost producers of' cane sugar
in less developed countries~
A major pro'blem in the prOjection work was the
large structural change in the world sugar economy
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rollowing the United States break with Cuba.
In 1961,
Cuba shipped about 4~7 million metric tons to the SinoWhile some imported Cuban sugar was
Soviet area.
either re-exported or made exports or beet sugar possible,
the total exports from the Sino-Soviet area and Cuba
together, to other destinations were substantially less
than 3 million tons, as compared with about 6 million
in 1959.
This change in the pattern or world trade in
1960 was facilitated by exceptionally ravourable weather
conditions and record crops outside the Sino-Soviet area.
In many countries large increases in production took
place, notwithstanding the introduction that year or
measures to restrict the area under sugar crops.
The
new pattern is bound to continue and to reduce the need
for Cuban supplies especially with the recent high prices
due in large measure to the absorption or Cuban production
by the Sino-Soviet area o
Prices need not be much above
3 UeS o cents a pound to stimulate exports, since in many
countries exports are marginal compared with domestic
markets while other countries will continue to stimulate
exports for rinancial and other reasons.

FcAoO. assumes that the world outside the SinoSoviet area will continue to require about 2 million
metric tons a year from Cuba and that the bulk or Cuban
production will go to the Sino-Soviet area~
Production
was projected on the basis or past trends, general plans
or patterns of economic development and available
information as regards existing programmes for building
By comparing demand and production
sugar ractories ..
projections a balance of the net import requirements
was obtained for 1970.
The results are reproduced in
Table 10 and show that net imports could increase by
1.0 - 1.5 million tons between 1957/9 and 1970.
FeA"o..G Ws analysis of the current trends in the
world sugar economy indicate that by 1970 consumption
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outside the Sino-Soviet area will increase by 36 to 44
per cents
Production will rise by 45 to 53 per cent
and trade is likely to expand by 9-14 per cente
The
large increase projected ~or production outside the
Sino-Soviet area arises ~rom the ~act that production
has recently already expanded considerably to compensate
~or the loss o~ Cuban suppliese
The Sino-Soviet area could absorb 4-5 million tons
o~ sugar notwithstanding the projected large increase
in domestic production during the next decadeo
Mainland
China, which bef'ore 1961 imported only small quantities
of' sugar~ mainly f'rom Eastern European countries, will
probably continue with some imports both f'or supply and
political reasons&
However, should outside f'inancial
assistance continue to be available, China could be a
very large market.,
Whether by 1970 the net imports of' the Sino-Soviet
area will be nil or as high as 4 or 5 million metric tons
is largely a question of' policyo
If' net imports should
disappear or decline substantially, the world market
would be f'aced with additional exportable supplies, which
would have a depressing ef'~ect on pricese
While lower
prices would probably reduce the rate of' production
expansion, there would, o~ course, be the additional
supplies ~rom Cuba coming on to the market.
Thus, i~
the additional consumption o~ the Sino-Soviet countries
were to last a ~ew years and then disappear, a very
large surplus would be le~t on the world market, creating
great di~f'iculties f'or all exporting countriese
Under
any circumstances a shortage in the world sugar market
seems unlikely.,
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6 "NEW

ZE.ALA1'ifD i

S SUGAR POLICY

At present there is no sugar production from either
cane or beet in New Zealand~ but investigations are
being conducted in several areas of the Dominion to
determine the economics of beet sugar production"
Practically all of New Zealandvs sugar is imported in
the form of raw sugar, which is refined in Auckland by
the New Zealand Sugar Companyo(d)
.The consumption of sugar in New Zealand is now
40 per cent higher than the 1934/8 average0 This
increase is entirely due to population growth since
consumption per head during the post war period has
been slightly lower than before the war.
Only 18
per cent of total sugar production was accounted for
by industrial users of sugar before the war"
By 1961
the industrial users had increased their share to
39 per cent",
Past Su~ Policy
The main origins of imports are Australia and
Fiji~ which in most years since 1951 have supplied the
bulk of New Zealand's requirementso
Imports under
the arrangements with the Commonwealth Sugar producers
have been made exclusively from Australia and Fiji
because of their proximity to New Zealand0
Table 11
shows the origin of imports of raw sugar in value terms
since 19530
601

~~f

Sugar imports into New Zealand are subject to
import licensing except for imports of unrefined sugar
of under 22 Dutch colour standard~
Import duties
of 1~d per pound on refined sugar and 1d per pound
(d) The New Zealand Sugar Company is a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Colonial Sugar Refining
Company of Australia0
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on raw sugar have been levied since 1933~
Raw sugar
imported for refining enters free of duty under bond,
an excise duty of 1d per pound 'being levied on the
refined product ..
The Government determines the methods of purchase
and the terms of contracts under which the New Zealand
Sugar Company obtains its supplies of raw sugaro
Under
the control of Prices Act 1947, the price of sugar is
controlled by the Price Tribunal~
After the purchase
of raw sugar at a price related to the London daily
price 9 all the intervening stages of the production,
distribution and sale of refined sugar are subject to
price controls
Table 12 shows a breakdown of the
refined sugar price from 1954 to 1964.
The arrangement with the Commonwealth sugar
producers is reviewed annually and the New Zealand
Government must decide which of three policies it will
pursue
Firstly whether to continue to purchase
sugar at~ or related to, the world free market price,
secondly whether to enter into long term contracts
for the supply or part or all of her raw sugar needs
and thirdly whether or not to encourage the establishment
of a domestic beet sugar industry*
0

It can be seen from the discussion of the various
sugar markets that the average price of raw sugar on
the free market was lower in'most years since 1956
than prices under the United States Sugar Act or the
Commonwealth Sugar Agreement e
Both the United States
and British sugar consumers have been subsidising
producers wh? supply them under these agTeementso
The
agreements do provide a stable price and market for
sugar shipped under them but they have reduced the size
of' the :free market as a proportion of' 1ivol"ld sugar
production and trade , thus creating conditions for
violent price fluctuations as both political tensions
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and production levels change.
Because of the tende~cy
for price to fall after any deviation from an equilibrium
position it seems likely that the average price of sugar
over a number of years will be lower if our requirements
are purchased at the world free market priceo
There
would inevitably be fluctuations in the :rTew Zealand
retail price of sugar and sugar containing goods unless
some :form of equalising scheme was instituted..
The
guaranteed overdraft scheme at present operating between
the Bank o:f HeYiF Zealand and the New Zealand Sugar Company
is one such arrangement..
To make such a scheme self:financing without resort to bank overdra:ft finance it
would be necessary to build up a SUbstantial fund, say
£5 million, by keeping the retail price o:f sugar at a
higher level than the world price when the world price
( )
'.'0.
S 10'"
1!V
w ,e
~

6 .. 2

A Domestic S,Mar Beet

Indus:,~~

The question of a domestic sugar beet industry
raises l1J.al'W problems many of which cannot be solved
with the knowledge and data at present available"
It
is tl"ue to say that beet sugar production is protected
or subs idised in all countries 'wher'e it is g.L'own ..
However~ at prices and yields suggested by Mr J .. CampbellMacDonald(f) after a visit to otago in February 1963 it
appear's likely that sugar beet could be a profitable
crop on some Otago farms ..
An attempt is now made to relate a pI'ice of £5 per
ton for sugar beet to the world price of raw sugar for
the years -1950 to 19630
At the retail price ruling in
(e)

A number of different equalising schemes could be
proposed but a discussion of them is not relevant
to this publication.,

(f)

The price suggested was £5 per long ton for clean
beet delivered to the factory, assmning an average
yield of 1705 long tons of topped and washed beet
per acre of 16 per cent sucrose contento
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February-March 1963 (£75 per long ton) Mr CampbellMacDonald said that beet sugar could compete with
imported raw sugar provided the one penny per pound
excise duty was waived on domestically produced beet
sugar.
This is equivalent to asking for protection
of £9. 6. 8 per long ton~
Now, in order to pay the
producer £5 per ton i'or clean 9 topped beet and pay
on excise duty of £9& 6 8 per ton, the retail price
for beet sugar would have to be £84. 6 e 8, say £84
per ton as compared with £75 per ton for cane sugar
in March 1963.
Q

The tonnage of beet purchased by the British
Sugar Corporation and the resultant production of
white sugar is given in Table 13 for the years 1960/3e
This shows that an average of 7~7 tons of beet was
required to produce one ton of white sugar or 1,,09
tons of raw sugar, so that the cost, to the New Zealand
factory, of the raw sugar in the beet would be
£35.3 per long ton.
If the refiner!s margin 9 excise
duty, who~e.saler.s!and T'Btailers t margins ape taken
as set out in Table 129 the cost of refining and
selling sugar is 4e3d per pound or approximately
£40 per long ton.
Because the Chelsea refinery
of the New Zealand Sugar Company is probably relatively
inefficient compared with a factory of the latest
deSign, the refining costs may be over-estimated ..
Tal::ing the figure of £40 per long ton, the factory
can afford to pay £44 (£84 less £40) or less for raw
sugar.
This leaves a margin of £8 e 7 (£44 less £35~3)
for extracting raw sugar after credit has been given
for sales of sugar beet pulp.
Since the extraction
and refining of be~t sugar would be a continuous
process, the extraction margin may be under-estimated.
However, even when a price of £44 per long ton
for raw sugar is assumed it is found that the world
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pr'ice ror raw sugar has, since 1950:11 been above this
rigure in only 1951~ 1952, 1957 and '1963/4 (see Table 17) ..
;1'1'11.:;.s even taking the conserva ti ve rigures computed above,
a domestic beet industry would have needed protection in
some f'orm to have maintained a payout of £5 per ton to

In the years 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1958,
'I S60 ~ 'l96-1 and 1962 protection additional to the

rarmers "

1959 y
remission or the excise duty would have been retluired"

discussion in section 6 .• 2 has assumed that

'n16

the present official exchange rate of £lLZ .. 100

= £stg .. 100

l"'ef'lects the tr"tJ.6 v'alue of New Zealand cu:r>rency..
It
is . evideD, t, howevsl", becaus e or the continued necessity
for the imposition of stringent import controls, that
the £N a Z.. is over-valued and a premi urn on the earnings
J ....·"'o""eJ.'''l''
1..
.....
0 . e",rchar1ge '1S J·uc.J·-i-";'iE~-'I
wV..!..J...J..- __ C_{lIo (10)
O .l.. 0~a-·~'~-"·''"' 0'C>
tJ.L..1J.!':;~

"Y>

lI'urther,

SCi

.L

"..!~

••

_

....

tha t the various e:r::port earning and import

saving industries (including sugar beet) can be compared?
a systematic metllod or evaluating individual development
projects is needed so

~hat

there ir? a common -basis f'or

comparison and that their relative

me~its

may be viewed

in a more consistently objective mannerg
Dr J. '1'. Ward or Lincoln CoJ.lege has set out a
method "by viihich thi 8 may be done and develops the
following eQuation.(11)

- (0 1 + 0 2 +
SP\V

('<'.
'-'3)

+ a

+ lVI

0---

2. 1

(1)

- social present worth

v1 -

value of direct domestic benefits

V2 - value or indirect benefits
C'

'1

~

d:Lrect operating costs of' labour and domestic
materials
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02

domestic development costs of labour and materials

03

indirect domestic costs

X - increased earning of forei~ currency or savings
of foreign exchange due to import replacement

M1

-

increased expenditure of foreign currency on
operating costs

M2 - increased expenditure of foreign currency on
capital items
a

- a premium for foreign currencYG

This formula for social present worth is a
comprehensive one, which includes all the costs and
benefits likely to be relevant"
Because of the lack
of data and the difficulties of measuring indirect
costs and benefits, Dr Ward has related the argument
to direct costs and benefits only and simplified the
equation as follows:
SPW = V -

°+ a f -

MJ

---- (2)

Where
V - value of domestic benefits; increased
consumption on the domestic market
dpmestic costs; lebour.and domestic materials
plus an annual equivalent of domestic capital
costs
M - increased annual expenditure of foreign exchange
on operating and capital costs
X
increased earnings or savings of foreign exchange
a - a premium for foreign currency.

°-

Now, V will be zero if the purpose of domestic
production is solely to replace imports provided a
product of comparable quality is produced as is assumed
to be the case with s~gar beet6
We can therefore
write:
SPW.

=a

[X -

~

- C

---- (3)
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If we now set the value

o~

social present worth

at zero, and solve for.§. we obtain a break-even premium
on f'oreign exchange, L.e. the value which must be placed
on the He\v :6ealand pound rela ti ve to the pound sterling
1'01' a sugcu"' beet industry to be jus t Y:iorthwhile.
,,':8 1l[1\~e:

0

=

a

=

a

t{ - h~ -

C

or

-~

X

-

M

----

(4)

i.e. a is the ratio of domestic costs to net
overseas costs ..
We noy/ estimate C, X and M for a beet sugar
industry ..
The calculated price of' raw sugar (:Erom beet) of
£4h per ton is taken as the best estimate of C. This
figure is assumed constant over the last decade because
the re:fining margin has not altered sigll.ificantly
durj.ug tll.a t pel-;iod (see 'Table 12) ..
'rhe av'.::;rage savings of foreign exchange, if New
Zealand. produced all oi' l'1er sugar needs domestically,
i'or the 3Tears '1954/63 gives an es timate of X..
The
estima te is an Ull.Yileighted average pl"ice per ton adjusted
for freight charges and for the 75,000 tons purchased
at the London Price plus United Kingdom tariff preference
of' £3 .. 15 .. 0 pel':' -ton since 1957 (see Ta'ble 17)0
'J:ll.e inc::ceased expenditure of foreign currency on
C8.1Jital and ope:C'ating costs is difficult to estimate ..
It is o.SSUIlled here that 50 per cent of' the capital costs
v;illbe :L'01'" additional imports 01' materials, plant and
ii1achinery and that additional expendi ture on operating
costs VJould be negligible.
':Phese costs (per ton)
amortized oVer a 25 year term at an intel"'est rate of
6 per cent provide an estimate of }d ..
The estimated
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capital costs of a factory with an output of 30-35 9 000
tons or rerined sugar varies from 3-4 million pounds,
inclusive or rarm machinery and the provision of other
ancillary services~
Thus the total capital costs or
producing all or New ZealandYs sugar re~uirements rrom
beet might be 12-16 million pounds with the expenditure
or roreign exchange in the 6-8 million pound rangee
For the purpose or this exercise various levels or
roreign exchange re~uirements have been assumed so
that the situation can be explored.
Capital inputs
or roreign exchange have been set at 5~ 6, 7 and 8
million pounds inclusive of the eapital re~uirements
or farmers and the ancillary services~
Since the trend or world sugar prices is uncertain
values or £32~35, £37 .. 35 and £42 .. 35 per lcmg ton or raw
sugar on the Pree Market have been used f'or comparative
purposes ..
The results or the computations are set out below ..
The Premiwfi Placed on Poreign ~xq~ange to
Justify a Ne-w Zealand Suga~ Beet Industr~
Under Various Price, - Capital Assumptions
Assumed Average
World Raw Sugar
Price
i.£/long ton)

32 .. 35Y
37 .. 35£/

42,,35 21

!

Capital Inputs or Foreign Exchange
£6
£8
£5
£7
million million
million
million
,
1,.51
1 .. 5}-I1 .. 61
1 .. 58
1,.29
1 .. 31
1",34
1 .. 36
1 .. 12
1 16
1 .. 18
1" 14

I

&

aj mIhlS prlce approxlmates the average world prlce on
the London Terminal Market from 1953 to 1962 inclusive"
i .. e .. excluding the high prices of' 1963 ..
12/ This is the average price i (adjusted as described)
for the 'lO years 'j 954 to 1963 and represents the
average payment per ton for New Zealand's sugar
imports over this period, i .. e$ including the high
prices or 1963 ..
This is a high price which is only likely in
occasional years0

£I
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The results indicate the notional devaluation of the
£N.Z. necessary for a sugar beet industry to be worthwhile
over a 10 year period.
For example, at an average world
sugar price of £37.35 per ton and a capital input of £5
million sugar beet is worthwhile, only if we are prepared
to accept the notion that it is worthwhile to pay £N.Z.
1. 6. 0 for every £1 of sterlin~ saved.
Even at the
highest price of £42.35 per ton the level of notional
devaluation is 12 per cent.
The completion of this exercise does BQ! give a
definitive answer to the ~uestion of the worthwhileness
of a New Zealand Sugar Beet industry but suggests that
the project should not go ahead until reliable estimates
of capital costs, operating costs and social benefits have
been obtained.
If this procedure is carried out with
other proposed industries then they can be ranked in order
of desirability and the relative merits of a sugar beet
industry determined, in an objective manner.
If the
sugar beet industry appears worthwhile according to these
criteria then protection could best be given by means of
a flat tariff on all sugar imports~(10)
It is emphasised that this method of ranking
proposed industries assumes that devaluation will E£i,
in fact, take place.
If the £N&Z.were devalued by any
of the values in the table a sugar beet industry might
still not be competitive and would probably need some
protection.
This is because 'of the internal cost
inflation which would accompany a currency devaluation
in the absence of strong gpvernment action to prevent
wa~e and price increases.
It must be strongly emphasised that the yield
figures suggested by Mr Campbell-MacDonald were estimates
based on a very small number of trial results.
There is
little factual data available on the crop husbandry
problems of sugar beet, particularly the mechanised
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handling of the crop ,under New Zealand condi tions ~
Any
estimates of long term average yields could be in
considerable errore
A comprehensive 9 expensive and time
consuming research programme into the agronomic aspects
of the crop is necessary before the farm production
problems can be discovered and solved and sOillLd knowledge
gained on the performance of sugar beet in New Zealand~
In addition account must be taken of the rewards from
less arduous methods of farming and whether the New
Zealand farmer really wants to be involved in sugar beet
growing"
Another reason for carrying out this research
programme thoroughly is that large capital investments
will be necessary in establishing the factory, in farm
machinery and in transport facilitiese
Even~ if as has
been suggested, the factory could refine imported cane
sug~r if a remunerative return could not be maintained
to producers of sugar beet, farmers who had commenced to
grow sugar beet would be left with much unsaleable
specialised equi.pment and would have to re-organise
their farming systems o
This means that farmers must
be assured of a profitable return for a number of years
before they should grow the cropo
Further, once a sugar beet industry has been
established it would be almost politically impossible
to close J. t down againe
The following quotation from
the Review of Economic Conditions in Italy(13) is
relevant to the New Zealand situation:
tiThe manner in which all countx"ies that are lucky
enough to be able to produce sugar from beets, have
solved the sugar problem for many decades is a matter
of general knowledge = customs protection for beets and
sugar and the defence of the consumer by means of price
control, 0&~e Nobody so far, has found a different
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policy and nobody has ever succeeded in persuading the
responsible governments to give up local production
even if it becomes more expensive than the sugar offered
by the international market which reflects a very modest
part of world production&'!
In this Bulletin the international sugar situation~
both past and present, has been surveyed and estimates
made of future production and prices.
Taking the
structure of the world sugar industry as revealed by
Snapews analysis and using the data available it seems
clear that New Zealand should not set up a beet sugar
industry without a thorough investigation of all aspects
of' the proposale
The data available is totally inadequate
to assess the worthwhileness of the scheme on its own or
to compare it with other proposed industrial projects.
There are, of course, many difficulties involved in
the quantitative measurement of costs and benefits,
especially th.ose due to indirect and secondary effects ..
However, methods should be sought f'Olr solving these diff'ioul tie.s becaus e of the meri ts of tackling the problem in
a systematic and objective ways
Although the exercise of forecasting future
commodity prices is always subject to uncertainty the
conclusions may be stated as follows:
1.

New Zealand should continue to purchase her supplies
of raw sugar at the world price whether through an
arrangement with the Commonwealth producers or not.

2.

If Government is convinced that the industry
should be positively considered, it should set up
a Sugar Beet Investigation Unit staffed with
competent agricultural scientists charged with the
task of selecting the most suitable district (or
districts) for the industry and thoroughly
examining the crop husbandry, mechanical husbandry
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and :farm management implications of' the crop ..
This WQul,d probably take five years to complete.,
If the preli,minary results of' this study were
f'avoura'ble then a 'thorough investigation of' the
indirect, as well as the direc.t costs and benef'its
of' the industry should be commenced and the results
studied in the cont,ext of' a national development
plan",

3e>

A study should be made of' any possible trade
advantages to New Zealand, of purchasing our
supplies 01" raw sugar f'rom tropical countries
to whom we wish to sell our food products =
particularly dairy produets to the Carribean and
Latin iunerican coun:tl"iesG
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APPENDIX

The United S3tatesSugar

A

Ac:~

The United States accounts for approxiraately
one-sixth of the world's annual consumption and onefourth of the world's annual imports of' centrif'ugal
sugar,.
It is one of the few cOQntries producing
sugar from both cane and beet, its production
(mainland and off'-shore) amounting to about 10 per
cent of' the world total.
Sugar has been subject to Government intervention in the United States since 1789.
Up until
1934 import tarif'f's were the main instrument of'
policy, but these have been largely replaced by
<luotas which are now the principal policy weapons ..
All supplies of' sugar to the United States are
regulated by the United States Sugar Act under which
domestic mainland and off-shore producing areas
(Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands) and
foreign supplying countries receive <luota assignmentse
Under the Actg after the Secretary of Agriculture
has determined overall re<luirements1 domestic and
specified foreign producing areas supplying the
United States with sugar are assigned <luotas
representing their individual share of the market~
Under the <luota provisions enacted in 1962 the
domestic sugar-producing areas are assigned a basis
Quota of 5,810,000 short tons, raw value, plus 65 per
cent of requirements in excess 9,700,000 short tonso
Such increases are shared by the domestic beet sugar
area and the mainland cane sugar area in proportion
to their basic (l"lJ.otas,.
Provision is made to increase
quotas for Hawaii and Puerto Rico, such increases (if'
granted) to be offset by reducing the <luantity prorated
to foreign countries other than the Philippines ..
Quotas for other specif'ied countries are established
as percentages of the requirements remaining after
the quotas for domestic areas and the Philippines have
been established~
The proration for the various
supplying areas at the basic level of' reqUirements
(9,700,000 short tons) and for each 100,000 short tons
increase above this level is shown in Table 14e
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Whenever the United States is not in diplomatic
relations with a country (currently Cuba) any quota
speciried ror it under the Act is not granted.
The
quantity witbheld may be designated a "global quota"
to be f'illed by competitive imports of' raw sugar f'rom
any country which f'or the two previous years was a
net exporter of' sugar e
Special consideration must
be given to countries of' the Western Hemisphere and
to those countries purchasing United States agricultural
commodities.
Any quota def'icits are allocated to the
f'oreign countries (the Philippines again being treated
pref'erentially), listed in Table 14 having basic quota
prorations.
If' a def'icit still remains it is added
to the IV global quota""
Imports to replace quotas not granted because
of' lack of' diplomatic relations are subject to a f'ee
to make up the dirf'erence between the United States
price and the price at which sugar is available f'or
import~
The f'ee, when applicable at the f'ull rate
diverts to the United States Treasury amounts roughly
comparable to the dirrerence between the United States
price and the world price.
The f'ees are at lower
rates f'or imports within basic quotas f'rom f'oreign
countries and to all imports to f'ill "def'icit
allocations".,
The rates f'or such imports of'raw
sugar are 10, 20 and 30 per cent or the :full rates f'or
1962, 1963 and 1964 respectively"
In the case of' the
Philippines no f'ee is payable on quota imports.
The
United States Goverrunent has announced that fUnds
derived f'rom these fees will be used to aid developing
countries generally.
Import duties on sugar have been
at the rate of' 0.625 cents per pound since 1951 f'or f'ull
duty countries and 0.5 cents per pound f'or Cuban importse
Special arrangements again apply to the Philippines.
Although sugar prices are not f'ixed by the
Government, the regulation of' supplies exerts considerable inf'luence on the price of' sugar.
If' the price
rises above what the Secretary of' Agriculture considers
a reasonable level, he can increase quotas and they
can be decreased if' price ralls$
What has been
regarded as a reasonable price has been, apart f'rom
exceptional years, considerably higher than world
prices.,
This is illustrated in Table 15 which shows
the protection af'f'orded to Cuba until 1960.
The
of'f'-shore territories and the Philippines have received
additional assistance.,
Still more protection is
granted to domestic f'armers in the f'orm of' a direct
subsidy, f'inanced by means of' an excise duty of' 0 0 5
cents per pound on all raw sugarQ
These subsidies or
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conditional payments = conditional on employing 11.0
child labour, paying fair wages and keeping to quotas
vary according to the size of' the farm and have added
about 20 per cent to the proceeds of' cane and beet
f'armers in recent years
'l'hese various protective
devices have all combined to raise the United States
sugar price sUbstantially above the world price in
most yearso

=

0

The British Commonwealth Sugar

Agreeme~~

Not only bas the United Kingdom built up a
sUbstantial beet industry of its own since the f'irst
world war but it has also changed its sources of' supply
of' raw sugaro
Bef'ore 1914 most of its sugar was
obtained f'rom Europe but very Ii ttle has 'been imported
f'rom this source in recent yearso
Imperial Preference,
the post=war dollar shortage and from '1951, the
Commonwealth sugar agreement has placed the emphasis
on Commonwealth countries which now supply about
two=thirds of total importso
The Commomvealth Sugar Agreement(14) (CeSoA~)
was first si@~ed in 1951 for an eight year periode
The Agreement is designed to develop the production
of sugar in Commonwealth countries and to assist
orderly maI'keting of' sugar by pl:,oviding long-term
price stability based on fair average costs of productiono
In each year since -1952 it has been progressively extended
f'or a :further year9 the current expiry date being 1971 ..
The Agreement provides f'or the marketj.ng in Commonweal tll.
importing countries of' up to 2,~17511000 long tons of'
sugar per year.,
The parties to the Agreement at
present are the United Kj,ngdom Government aD.d r epresentatives of the sugar industries and exporters in
Australia, the West Indies and British Guiana, British
Honduras, Mauritius)' Fiji and East Af'rica (Tanganyika p
Kenya and Uganda)"
Since South Africa le:r't the
Commonwealth a separ'ate agreem.ent :ror the l)ul"'chase of
a specif'ied quantity of' sugar at a negotiated price
during the period '1962/6 has 'been made with the South
Af'rican Sugar Associationo
All other sugar is
purchased at world prices.,
Under the Agreement the exporting countries are
allocated tloverall agreement H quotas and lI nego tiated
price" quotas",
The overall agreement. quota limits the
total of' annual exports to the negotiated price market
in the United Kingdom plus exports to the pre:ferential
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markets in the United Kingdom and Canada plus an annual
~,hipment of' 75~OOO tons to New Zealand..
The basic
negotiated price quota is the quanlti ty of' sugal'" the
United Kingdom, through the Sugar Board, agTees to
purchase each year at a price negotiated annually",
This Itnegotiated priceu is a price based on :fair average
costs of' production and is aimed at being reasonably
remunerative to efficient producers in all exporting
countries
The quotas that were in operation :for
1963 are shown in Table 16
The tfactual :for 1963" is
5 per cent above base as against l-l-! per cent in 1962"
The negotiated price and its premium over the world
price are shown in Table 170
From 1953 to 1962 the
C 0S 0Ao has had a marked pr'otecti ve eff'ect although a
comparison with Table 15 shows that in only 1955 and
1961 did t;he premium of' the CoS~Ao negotiated price
over the world price exceed the premium obtained by
suppliers to the United States market..
The C .. SoAo
has been absorbed into the International Sugar
Agreement u.."1der whJ.ch the exporting COUIltries had an
aggregate export quota of' 2,,575 million long tons slightly higher than the CoSoAo ove:rall agreement
quota = in 196'1 when t.he quota provisions were last
operativeo
0

0

The method by which the United Kinguom :finances
this arrangement and at the same time protects its
domestic beet industry is highly complex in operation _
though simple in principle e
'rhe Goverr.JD.ent establishes
each year the total area to be planted with sugar beet ..
The British Sugar Corporation (a commercially managed,
goverrunent=con trolled compa:ny') is requi:r-ed to purchase
the entire crop of' beet grown on authorised land at
prices determined by the Government;.,
It processes
the beet into ra'\Tv or ref'ined sugar and sells the
sugar at a price that is competitive with imported
sugar plus any surcharge that is in operation..
The
Corporation is entitled to make a profit equivalent
to a reasonable rate of' interest on its issued share
capi tal and on such reserves as are authorised by the
Government"
Incenti ve payments can be earned by
keeping operating costs 'beloW pre~etermined standards
but must be used f'or plant renewals and additions and
s ta f'f' bonus es e
From 1939 to 1956 all sugar imports into the
United Kingdom were carried out by the Governmento
Under the Sugar Act of' 1956 trade in sugar was put
back into the hands of' private traders except f'or the
purchase of negotiated price quota sugar which was
entrusted to the newly established Sugar Boarda
The
1.'7

Sugar Board buys the negotiated price sugar lli~der the
008eA .. and immediatel;y resells it (while stj~ll in
the country of origin) at prices based on the world
price"
It is imported i.nto the United Kingdom by
private :Eirms at this price"
As both the guaranteed
price :Eor beet sugar and the :n.egotiated price ror
Oommonvveal tIl sugaI' are normally higher than f~C'ee
market prj_cos both the Board and the COI':pm."'a tioD. make
losses on the operations so far described&
To
finance these deficits a surcharge (referred to above)
is levied by the Board on all sugar imported into or
manu:Eactured, in the United Kingdom, the Board making
good the CorporationVs loss"
The surcharge is the
device which ensures that the average United Kingdom
price is equal. to the actual cost of sugal"g it being
government policy that the conSU.iner should pay an
avel'"'age prlce f'or his sugar equal t.o its ortginal
cost"
The rate of surcharge is so calculated to
enable the Sugar Board to balance its re-v'enue account II
taking one year with another after discharging its
f'unctions of' buying and selling Negotiated Price I~uota
sugar and taking over the prof1ts and losses of' the
British Sugar Corporation.
If the Sugar Board shows
a surplus on its transactions, a distribution payment
is made (as in 196=')/4) wherever a surcharge would
ha ve been payable"
'l'he result of' this procedure
is that wholesale and retail prices are free and vary
from dealer to dealer and from day to day.
With respeet to the domestic market in sugar the
Bri tish Sugar Corpora tion and the 'rate aDO. Lyle Company,
whose refineries comprise 90 per cent or total British
refining capacity~have entered into an agTeement under
the t el~ms of' the 1956 Sugar Act Uto secure the orderly
and economic marketing of' sugar"..
The Corporation in
its sales of' refined sugar adopts Tate and. Lyle? s
prices, af'ter formal consultation, rigidly and
simul taneously.
To provide an assurecl market f'or
Uni ted Kingdom beet sugar the market is cL1vided into
two zones .... one served mainly with beet sugar by the
COl""'poration and the othel'"' mainly wiJGh cane s"l,lgaX' by
Ta te and Lyle
The absence of' competition between
these tYJO main suppliers is a situation s:QGcif'ically
recognised In the Sugar Act vrhich exempts the p?rt~es
from legislation against restrictive practices G l 15 )
to

New Zealand has never been a member' of' the C e SeA ..
but in 1951 entered into an arrangement wit.h the United
Kingdom to purchase at the O"S"A" negotiated pX'ice,all
its raw sugar requirements f'or the years 1951 and 1952
and 75 9 000 tons annually until 1958"
This worked to
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New Zealand t s advantage lui tially a B the landed cos t
of' CoS .. A .. sugar was lower than that of' ra:w Bugaj::' .
purchased at the world free marketprice~
Surplus
stocks subseg,uently depressed the f'ree market price
and by mid-1956 the C~S .. Ao price was £'12 per ton
.
higher than the world price"
In'1 956 agreement was
reached with the Uniteel Kingdom and Commonwealth
producers to release New Zealand :Erom its obligation
to take 75 9 000 tons of' sugar at the nego'~j.ated price"
The terms of' the new arrangement were~\1b)
(a)

New Zealand was released from the obligation to
purchase at the Commonwealth negotiated price as
from 1 January 1957 - two years earlier than
the actual expiry date
0

(b)

New Zealand undertook to purchase 75~OOO tons
of' Oommonwealth sugar annually :for seven years

( 1957-63) but on a new price 'bas is ..

(0)

The new price basis was called the nCommonwealth
f'ree market price!!
On this bae,is the price of'
sugar to New Zealand is the f' ,,0$ 'be Queensland=
Fiji (or other Commonwealth territory) equivalent
of the current value at the time of' purehase of'
"Commonwealth free market'~sugar c.L.:f .. United
Kingdome
The ef'f'ect of' this is that. sellers
recei ve the same f'" 0., b" return as on the world
free market including t;he United Kingdom tarif'f'
prererence of' £3a 15a Ov per ton and New Zealand
pays the "Commonwealth :Eree mar};:et prieeu c .. i"i' ..
United Kingdom including the preference» less
the :freight Lcmdon=·Queel1i:lland or IJondon-Fiji
plus the f'reight Quee\hsland or Fiji.=New Zealand ..
In Simpler language this means that New Zealand
pays the London f'ree market price plus £3 .. 159 0"
per ton, less the freight to London plus the
freight to New Zealand, freight charged f'rom
the point of' productioD.e
0

This arrangement is reviewed
parties concerned(\)

annuall:y~

by the

New Zealand ~ except du~C'i.ng the .months of the Suez
crisis and most of~ 1963 benef'ited fro.m purchasing at
prices related to the London free market priceo
The
net savil).g ];las been estimated at £3 million to the end
of '1963 ~ 17)
New Zealand purchases the balance of' her
requi.rements of approxima tely 50$000 tons at vlTOrld.
prices wi thout restl"iction as to source of' supply",
0
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The International Sugar Agreement

(I&s.~l

The :first Internat.ional Sugar Agreement was signed
in 1937 but the second world war commenced before it
became :fully operative..
However, it :formed a prototype
:for the 1953 IoS"Ao and was prolonged by annual signatures to protocol until the 1953 Agreement came into :force.
The present Agreement came into e:f:fect on
1 January 1959 to run for five years ending in 1963.
It was substantially similar to the preceding 1953
Agreement as amended in 1956 and was designed to
maintain an orderly supply and demand relationship
in a manner e~uitable to both producers and consumers.
The Agreement was essentially restrictive through
adjustable export ~uotas fixed with regard to a price
range of 3025 = 4 .. 0 cents per pound ~aeso, Cuba~ so
that the supply o:f free market sugar would be kept in
reasonable balance with demand~
Estimates of the
:free market re~uirements were made annually by the
International Sugar Council and export Quotas assigned
to members pro rata to the basic export tonnages
written into the Agreemento
The ~uota provisions
of the Agreement did not apply to sales to the United
States and exporter members of the Commonwealth Sugar
Agreement who shared a single~ irreducible export
entitlement
Adjustments to ~uotas were mandatory
when the sugar price moved out of the set range.
Since 1958 to early 1962 the :free market price rarely
exceeded the lower limit o:f 3025 cents per pound.
Actual export ~uotas, therefore, were less than the
Agreement basic export tonnageso
In 1961 when quotas
were last in effect they were set at 82~ per cent o:f
basic export tonnagesG
At the 1961 Conference
agreement could not be reached on the basic quota
allocations for the succeeding year and the quota
provisions were set aside :for 1962 and 1963.
Although the Agreement continues in operation it has
become barely more than an authority :for the collection and dissemination of statistics being virtually
powerless to influenpe the course of prices.
At a
United Nations Oonference held in July 1963, the life
of' the Agreement in its present form was extended
until the end of 1965.
During this period the
International Sugar Oouncil will study the bases
and :framework for a new regulative agreement.
0

The present close balance between supply and
demand f'or free market sugar has occurred without
recourse to Quota controls in order to achieve equilibriumo
Had the complete agreement been in f'orce in
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1963 all quotas and limi tation.s on exports under the
Agreement would have become inoperative ~rom mid .
January since the prevailing price exceeded 4 cents
per pound ~ .. a .. sc eu'bat>
The g.uota provisions would
ha ve remained inoperative until the pl"esent time ~or
the price has not fallen to 3,,9 cents per pound when
quotas would have a.gain applied ..

New Zealand aceeded to the International Sugar
Agreement in 1960..
It has sigYli~icance ~or New' Zealand
in relation to annual requirem.ents o~ 50 9 000 t.ons which
are purehased ~rom Com.monwealth.and other sources at
the World f'ree marke'l:; p::r.-iC8"
(The balance o~ 75 gOOO
tons is purchased under the special arrangement with
the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement.,)
Snape (4 ) says that International Sugar Agreements
have not been wholly successf'u.l in removing ShOl"t run
price f'luctuations or in preventing avel"'age prices f'rom
f'alling below what is thought to be desil':able levels"
They have$> however 9 prevented greater ~luctuations and
a more serious declj.ue in average levels..
IPc!" example
prices f'el1 sharply with the suspen.sion of' the export
quota provisions at the end of' 1961
Cons'l1mers'
interests have not suf':fered and. the main :fault of' the
Agreement is its inability to protect producers rather
than con.sumers suf'fieiently.,
to

The main deficiency is the lack of' any guarantee
to exporters that they will 'be a-ble to sell their
quota entitlements at a :priCe considered to 'be reasonable"
'Ehere ~l.S no rest;rlction on the su"bsidies which
participa ting countries can give to their domestic
sugar industr:l.es nor on the :fox·;:n which these may take ...
A major pro·blem of' i'ree market; exporters is the small
size of' the :Eree market relative to world production
and trade and yet the Agreement has done nothing to
expand this market"

The Free ..M.£J.'~1:.

Only a small part of' the wor1d supply of' centrif'ugal sugar is sold at the world market price.
The
:Eree market is a residual mal~ket in two senses$
Firstly, it accounts for sugar that sellers could not
dispose of' on mOl"e f'avourable terms..
From Table 3
it can be seen tha't average total exports were over
15 million metric tons :Eor' the years '~957 to 1959 ..
Of' this total only :Eive or six million tons were sold
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on the free market.,
Secondly the :E-£'ee market, in
many cases supplies only a small portion of importers f
total sugar needso
Not only are the f'ree market
imports by many countries relatively small but they
are a variable proportion of their total demand, the
proportion reQuired depending on the level of' domestic
productione
$I

Over three~f'if'ths of' world sugar erports are
traded under preferential arrangements leaving only
one-tenth of world sugar production traded on the free
market
In recent years the I~S~A~ has embraced about
95 per cent of trade on the free markets
From Table 2
it can be seen that trade on the free market failed to
increase with total world production during the 1950 t s
and it became increasingly a residual market in relation
to total production.,
Except in times of war this has
been the general tendency throughout this century.
0

Historically, because of Cuba U s dominant posi tion
as an exporter~ the foaoso price of raw sugar at Cuban
ports for sale to destinations other than the United
States was widely accepted as the indicator of sugar
prices in the free market.,
However, with the changed
Cuban situation reliance has shifted to the spot price
for the NOQ 8 Contract of the New York Coffee and Sugar
Exchange and the London Uni ted Terminal Sugal~ Market
Associations daily price.,
The importance of the London
Market has increased during 1962 and 1963 and nearly all
bulk deals for 1963 and beyond have had the price basis
determined on the London daily price of raw sugar~
Not all f'ree market transactions are conducted
through the recognised markets of London and New York p
a large portion being traded by governments under
special bilateral agreements which are often on barter
terms~
These deals can disturb the world price
considerably while the market adjusts its expectations
of demand and supply and of the stock position..
The
large sugar exports from Cuba to the Sino-Soviet
countries under barter agreements, in Which the nominal
price placed on the sugar is not the prime consideration 9
was one of' the factors causing the recent price fluctuations on the World market.,
The direction of trade on the free market is largely
from cane producers, who mainly harvest during the first
portion of the year, to Northern Hemisphere importers,
most of whom produce beet sugar themselves and harvest
during the second half of' the year..
This dependence on
beet harvests, which vary markedly with weather
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conditions is a major cause or instability of' clemand on
the rree market p particularly as imports, in many cases 1
account f'or only a small rraction of' total requirements"
This instability is particularly serious f'or those
exporters whose economies depend heavily on the earnings
of' their sugar on the f'ree marketo
All of' these :factors can maIm trading on the :free
market extremely volatile, reacting sharply -to international tensions or to changes in levels of' supply and
demand
For instance~ in 1957 at about the time of' the
Hungarian and Suez crises the world pri.ce nearly doubled
in 60 dayse
The price behaviour of' sugar since January
1 ~ 1 960, shown in Figure .3, re:flects these 1>actorso
0
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APPEnDIX

B

This appendix consists of a summary of' Snape's
Analysis o:f the cobvieb e:ffect in the world sugar economYe
Sn'0pe considers two supply time periods (:following
Marshall), the lesser t.ime interval being termed the
market period and the greater the short run..
In the
market period, supply can only be altered by changes in
the efficiency of raw sugar production from existing
cane or bee t or by al tera tions in the level o:f l.... avV sugar
stocks.,
In the short run new calle and beet lands can
be brought into production8
The dividing line between
the two periods is blurred but the distinction is
importan t.
lifter an examination of price elas tici ties of
demand and supply (with respect to a departure :fl'"'om a
position of long run equilibrium) for an unregulated
peace-time f'ree market, Snape comes to the :following
conclus ions"
Firstly, that during the market period supply is
fairly inelastic 'while during the short run it ';vill be
rather more elast.ic for a price rise than for a price
1'a11, i"ee the supply curve hss a IIkinkit (see l?igures
4 - 7)~
Secondly, that demand is particularly
inelastic with respect to free market price and is
highly subject to exogenous movements due to weather
conditions in importing countries and international
crises.
Thesecondi tions are set out in higl11y
simplified pictol"ia1 i'orm in Figures L~ - 7 and are
adapted :Corms of' the usual 11 co-bweb" diagrams ..
In these figures dem.and j.s conceived as adjusting
wi thin the market period "l'lhile sup:;::lly durin£:; that
period is perfe:ctly inelastic, consequently the
elas tici ty of mar'ket-period supply that is present in
practice is added to demand~
For example increases in
exporters i stocks are represented as pa:r·t 01' demand
from the free max'ket*
Supply in the market period
is a vertical line, BX, the season 7 s productioll$
S-182 (Figure 4) is the supply curve for' the short run,
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8hOliving the short~rul1. supply p08i tions I' 01'" depal'"'tures
from the equilibri"lffi price of OA, and D'lD2 the demand
curve for the market period~
For simplicity, straight
lines, parallel movements and cO:!.lstant "Heather conditions
are assured®
It is also assumed that the slopes of the
supply curve for departures of' price i'rom its equilibrium
level and for dopartures from other prices are the same."
:1'he implications of' these assumptions are examined la ter®
We start in Pigure 4, from a position of long-run
equilibrium at a price of' OA~ and production'OB$
If'
the demand curve shifts to the right to D3D~9 then in
the market period price wj.ll rlse to OC, 'l:51"'Ingil1.g a
supply of OF in the fol10wing seasol1.~
Prices in thai
season will raIl to OJ (and -vvould probably fall further
-bec'ause the demand curve may have shifteel to the left by
this time - a once -for-all shLft is assumed here) ~
The
Hkinku in the supply curve will now move up to E, as
shovm in Figure 5*
At a price of OJ, production in the
fol1owlng season will fall from OF to ON and hence price
will rise to OP.,
Production wlll increase along S S
(Figure 6) to OR in the f'ollo1Jving seasoE, the kinlc 4 3
now having moved to T..
The path of tl1.e cobweb is along
the demand curve D3D4 as shown in Figure 7@
The properties of this type of movement, under
the assumptions made may be listed~
1.,

No matter What the initial dlsturbance the path
taken will be of the same form given the slopes
of the curves"
When the initial distu:t:'bance
is a shift of the demand curve to the left an
~i explosive!? c:obvifer) diag:l'am can be dravvn€!
The
result is similar in the case of exogenous
changes in supp].y ..

2..

The path of the c.ycles will vary with the shape
of the demand and supply curves®

3..

Though the path of the cycle can take many forms,
l t is highly proba:ble . tha t the tr§.£fL2f....9.:~
~Jill..k..do~y"ar~"

Snape then tJ:'Gats the cycle mathematically and
deri ves the necesf::;[itr;y- and sufficient conditions :Lor
several of its poss~ble forms 0
The ef'fect. of' relaxing the assumptions is now
discussed$
If the demand and supply curves are not
stralght lines, the conditions for the various movements
are mope complicated but the basic features of' the model
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remain.
A more important assumption is that the slopes
of the supply curve for departures of price from its
equilibrium level and for departures from other prices
are the same.
If this assumption is relaxed, important
changes occur.
For example it may be more realistic to
assume that the upper part of the curve S3Sh in Figure 6
is rather steeper than the upper part of S1S2The
effect of this will be to damp down the fluctuations
in price, though the same general pattern will tend to
occur.
This may, however, be counterbalanced by
relaxing the assumption of ~ once-and-for-all initial
movement to set the process going, though it is
possible that further exogenous movements will prove
to be off-setting rather than aggravating.
A further complication would be to relate supply
not only to the price of the previous year but to the
prices of several previous years.
It is at this point
that Simple geometry fails.
If the price of the
previous season exerts most influence, as seems likely,
the model will still bear the characteristics outlined
above.
For ~ full explanation of the derivation of the
cycle and(~~ account of the underlying assumptions,
see Snape 4) Chapter 3, pp. 77-117.
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TABLE

1

WORLD PRODUCTION OF CENTRn'IJGAL SUGAR (RAW VALTJ"]])
AND NON-CENTRIFUGAL CANE SUGAR 1960=1 TO 1962=3

(1000 metric tons)
Region

1960-1

1261~

1962-;2

149 375

11,,830
35

11~200

35
5 9 717

6 9 652

6)1603

2 9310

2$1485
10!J600
245

Eur2Eeg
Beet
Cane (Spain)
U&SoS"R o
Beet
North and Central Americag
Beet
Cane
Non=cen"l;rif'ugal cane
South Amerioag
Beet
Cane
Non=cent:rifugal cane

2,,370
13,,3 2 0
265

.11!J560

255

30

~c

105

100

6 9 220

6!J265

19 0 50

19 000

10,5
6 9 560
1.9 01 5

~g

Beet
Cane
Non-centrifugal cane
China ( Mainlap£.)
Beet

980

760

5 9105

61)025

770
6 9 380
6.9 2 70

.350

69 650

bl)3Ll-,5

g"

325

300

Cane

900

900

950

Calle

29 400

2984.5

2.9980

Q,©eaniag
Cane

1 9555

19 560

2.9"135

Africag

m;>'"Q~

World Total.sg
Beet
Cane
Total Beet and Cane
(N©n=centrifugal cane)
Sourceg

231)870
31 9 080
54995o~
( 69970)

21 9 950
29.95'10

21,,460
(7 9830)

21,510
29 p 640
51 £.1)50
(8,9080)

MlOnthly Bulletin IOf Agricultural Economics and. Statistics
(7=8) g 27 Table 6..
FoAoO" Rome"

g
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TABLE

PRODUCTION AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN CE:NTRH'UGAL SUGAR
(Thousand Metric Tons, Raw Value)
Fre~6~arket
T~~~l Net(~~orts
To~~i Net
wb~id
Produn. ..
Net
to Free
Exports as
Exports as
,sg- of'
Exports
Market
% of
Production.
Production

Y~l~
1937(a)

1947/8~a~

1948/9 a )

1949/5~(a

l

1950/1 a

1951/2~a

1952/3 a
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
(a)
(b)
Source:

2

27,186
25,797
28,401
29,578
33,795
36,098
35,486
37,373
38~925
40~217

43,992
47,210
49,557
52,627

9,809
10,986
10,979
11,791
13,103
11~782

13,617
11,596
12,510
12,372
13 9 439
13,886
13,087
15,183

3,279
4,727

4,238(b~
4~300(b

.5,000
4,886
5,524
4,474
5,318
5~131

6,243
6 9 156
5.9 273(b)
6~900

36
43
39
40
39
33
38
31
32
31
31
29
26
29

Free

12
18
15
15
15

1416
12
14
13
14
13
11
13

September to Augl1st,
Estimate
Snape, R.R. Protection and Stabilization in the World Sugar Industry,
Unpublished Ph.D~ Thesis~ University of London~ 1962"

M~~e·t Exports
as .%' of
Total Net
Exports
33
43
39
36
38
41
41
39
43
41
46

4440
45

TABLE

Exported To:

3

SOURCE AND DIRECTION OF EXPORTS OF CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR .ANNUAL AVERAGE 1957-59
(Thousand Metric Tons)
U"S.A. UoK. Japan Canada France USSR Morocco Iran Other Total Net
Exports
(Met)
as % of'
Prodln

Exported
From:
100
126
455
Cuba
423
2,977
16
Philippines
923
811
Puerto Rico
Hawaii
798
308
Taiwan
3
6
1
60
Dominican Rep ..
92
387
130
117
Australia
333
1
177
Br.. W.. Indies
519
2
X
UeK.
50
Brazil
92
56
4
8
410
Mauritius
77
X
1
France (Met)
82
Peru
90
51
3
Czechoslovakia
13
Other
Exporters
69
151
371
87
596
662
TOTAL
532
5,778 2,825 1,179
Net Imports as
2
%of Consumtn
76
70
94
84(a) As this is the balance of balancing items, all
are refleoted in this figuree
Total imports averaged 15,164
(b) Total exports ..
\J1

co

Source:

Snape, R.H$ op.cit ..

273

182

8
3
147
4

41

127

30
3
46
6
7

26
467

73
347

5

100

10

753 5,297
28
970
811
798
771
313
727
177
117
697
697
656
613
365
597
27
535
498
451
469
237
342
195

91
76
89
93

84-

88
53
85
.8

20
96

...68

40

-11 (a~ )14-46 ....
84
256 3,265 15,31 ~b) .. "
73

e ..

....

errors and statistical discrepancies
thousand tons over the period.

.. ..

TABLE

4

CUBAN EXPORTS OF CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR TO SINO SOVIET COUNTRIES
(million metric tons)

1959

1960

1961

U.S.S.R.

0.3

1~6

3 .. 3

Mainland China

Nil

0 .. 5

1.0

Eastern Europe

Nil

0.2

0 .. 5

Total

0 .. 3

2 .. 3

4 .. 8

Proportion of total
Cuban exports to
Sino-Soviet area

6~

40,,17~

75%

1962

4.9(a)

(a) Estimate
Source:

F.A.O. Commodity Review 1962

Part II p.49 Table 190
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TABLE

5

WORLD EXPORTS OF CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR (RAW VALUE) 1960-1962
(1000 metric tons)

Region
Exports
Europe

1,755.9

2,123~0

1,658 .. 7

264.. 0

950 .. 7

900.5

8,075,,9

8,790~4

7,351.6

South America

1 1 612" 7

1 .. 659 .. 2

1.,234.,2

Asia

2,187 .. 3

2,.396,,2

2,288,,6

926 .. 5

1 ,146 .. 3

1,365,,3

1 ,043.7

990,,6

1,380 .. 5

N~

and Central America

Africa
Oceania

WORLD TOTAL

Note:

Source:

World totals include estimates for countries for which data
is missing"
Monthly Bulletins of Agricultural Economics and Statistics,
Rome ..

P.A.O.~
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TABLE

6

ViORLD IMPORTS OF CEl\JlrRIFUGAL SUGAR (RAW VALUE) 1960-1962

(1000 metric tons)

Europe

4,588,,1

4, 188~5

4$135.7

U.S.S.R.

1,717,,3

3,596.9

2j485~9

Nol"th America

4,911 e3

4,53538

4,996~4

South Amerioa

186,,3

l.:-55~ 7

208~7

Asia

2,115.2

2,332,,8

2,419 .. 8

Ai'rica

1 ~ 118$ 8

1 ,152~ 1

15146,,2

106.,2

135~.3

127,,3

16$ 709,,0

19,801 ~O
.

18$ 925AO

Oceania (New Zee.land)

WORLD TOTAL

-.~-

Note:

Sourc~~

_.

World totals include estimates t:or countries t:or which
data is missillg~
Monthly Bulletins of Agricultural Economics and
Statistics, F9A.O., Rome~
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TABLE

7

WORLD CONSUMPTION OF CENTRIFUGAL SUGAR (RAW VALUE) 1958-1961
(million long tons)

lli.§

.1222

1960

.12§.1

10.,74

11.05

11.22

11.58

South America

4 .. 21

4.20

4.46

4.80

We stern Europe

10.,15

10.20

10.60

10.84

Eastern Europe

2.90

2.94

3.03

3.27

U.S.S.R.

5.36

5 .. 75

6.00

6.50

Africa

2.47

2.57

2.69

2.71

Asia

7.77

8,,28

8.82

9.99

Oceania

0 .. 70

0.70

0.. 71

0.70

Region
North & Central America

WORLD TOTAL
WORLD TOTAL (metric tons)

~:

The International Sugar Council and European countries
present sugar statistics in metric tons (2,204.6 lbs),
while the short ton (2,000 lbs) is used in U.S.A. and
South Africa.
One long ton is equivalent to
1 .,017 metric tons.

Source: Daly, R.A.
The Sugar Situation, 1962-63.
Quarterly Review of Agricultural Economics 16 (1)

5.
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TABLE

8

Ho~m-PRODUCED RAW SUGAR,. 1959 :
ESTIMATED AVERAGE RECEIPTS {OR COSTS)

Average Receipts
or Costs as Per=
centage of Import
ProB.uoedR8,w Sugar Parity* or Export
(U~S~ cents/Ill .. )
Parity** Price
(1 )
(2)

Es~cimated Aver~ge

Receipts from (or
Cost of) Home-

-.--~----

Cane
Argentina
Aust.ralia
BX'azil
Br:i:i;:ish Guiana
British Honduras
British West Ina.ies
Antigu.a
Barbao.os
Jamaica
St Cklrisi;opher-NeYis
Trinidad-Tobago
C'lJ:ba
DomL~ican Republic
Fi,ji
Ha1J'{8.ii
India
Indonesia
Mauritius
Mexico
Peru
Philippines
Puerto Rico
South Africa
Taiwan
U"S .. A. (cane and beet)

Beet
Belgium-Luxembourg
France (Metrop oli tan)
Germany (Western)
Italy
Netherlands
U.. K.

x
.,
....
or..
~-

x

x
x
x
-.r

,J~.

x
x
x

x
x

4,,5
4 .. 5
4,.75
4,,5

120

5",25

150
160
150
·140

4,.2S S

140

I;;

-J65

4,,5
4.,75
.5,

150
160

.'

4

2.~ 75

165
135

90

x
x

6

165
235
16.5
18.5

Jh.5

150

:1i:

5,.25
3,,25
5,.5

175

x

t:;

~,

~7$

6,,25

.

-J"

~

x
x

x

7~

110
170
235

3 .. T5
;,.25

125
100

7,,51

200

5 .. 5
6
7 .. 75
7
5
6

145
160
205
185

135
160

*
**

Import parity takcm a,s 3e 75 cents/It ..
Export parity taken as 3 cents/Ibe (except f.or Indonesia,

~

~

Philippines and Taiwan, where taken as 3025 cents/lb a )®
The
export parity has been used for countries markei'l with x ..
~
Including ccnditional paJrments to farmers~
~
Average for 1958 and '19.59 ..
Source: Snape, R.H o Some Ef'f'ects of' PI'otection in the World Suga:l:'
Industry, Eoonomica, February 1963, p .. 66.,
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TABLE 9
CALCULATION OF INCREASE IN CONSU~~TION OF SPGAR
WITH REMOVAL OF PROTECTION AND REVENUE DUTIES

!~

.-i8
'M 0

..-...

a

got
rd.po

JJID~

OH
m
.p • • ID'M
IDCf.)tlOll.OHH
~.~mP-t0

.-ie
~
(1) *
SECTION A
x
Australia
Austria
Belgium-Lux ..
x
Denmark
x
Egypt
France (Metro.)
We Germany
India
Italy
Netherlands
South Africa
x
Sweden
Swi berland
U.K.
U.. S.A.
Venezuela
Ten Other Countries!
TOTAL
SECTION B
Algeria
Brazil
x
Canada
Chile
Cuba
x
Iran
Japan
Mexico
x
Pakistan
Peru
x
Philippines
x
Spain
Turkey
x

0'\
.p l!\
00'\
< ..-

~ID·rr.p
s::: ~ l>"
0
C'M
H s:: ~H
ID 0
m

Il.t 'n rr1 P-t

(2)

(3)

20.4
22.9
25.2

17
17
33

1702

1

16.0
23.7
29.5
21.7
4-0.2
25 .. 8
12 .. 8
27 ~1
20.9
20.5
25.2
26.9

20 .. 6
17.1
21 .. 8
18,,6
17 .. 5
25.3
38 .. 4
12.7
30.6
7.4
21.5
20.2
36.0

I

I

.p

20
36
12
53
26
30
9
7
25
29

8
1
13
3
25
51
38
21
6
53

l>"

.p
.r-!
0
'M
.p

rJl

!::l

I

ID

~

14rd

rr1

rJl

mrd

r-IS:::
rr1 ~

a> ID
OA
.r!
H\f-I

ll-tO

@

a

ID
ll.Oa>
mA

tjq..,
ID
0
H
ID
ll-t

0

s:::

0
·n

(4)

(5)
(3) x(4)
-0.,39
7
-0.42
7
-0 .. 27
9
0
-0.,24
0
-1 .. 08
6
-0.30
-0.,34- 12
-1,,75 22
30
-0 .. 57
-0.37 10
0
-0.,58
-0 .. 32 10
-0.,31
3
2
-0 .. 25
-0.28
7
-0 .. 42 12

-0 60
-0 .. 40
-0 .. 30
-0 .. 50
-0 .. 30
-0 .. 80
-1.00
-0 .. 4-0
-1.75
-0 .. 60
-0,,60
-0 .. 60
-0.70
0

..-...
rJl
§

5
0
4
0
1
20
51
0
66
0
13
4
37

~
rJl

.p

0
'M
H
l!\.p
O'\ID

s::
00'\

o

r-I .....

a

~ .. 0
.ps::o

000
< ·n.......,

( 6)
531
271
289
260
330
1,518
1,706
2,297
1,000
507
714
353
270
2,979
8,405
234
12224
22 2 888
219
2,427
816
221
331
466
1,321
979
221
261
288
508
,208
&,266

§

.........
rJl

'M
of!>

s:l

;g

s:l 0
o.p
rd 'M
<.pc>

rd ~.!!
ID
.p
.p rJl a>

~

§a

'M 0 0
.p
0
0
f:ilm.......,

t:I.l.-i

(7)
(5) x( 6)
37
19
26
0
0
91

205
505
300
51
0
35
8
60
588
28
__216
2:169
11
0
33
0
3
93
674
0
146
0
37
20
114
1 ,1,21
64

TABLE

(2)

(1 )
SECTION C
All Other NonCommunist
Countries
TOTAL All NonCommunist
Countries

(3)

9 (Oont g a)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

21208

282

36,762

3,882

Notes: * Countries f'or which export parity is relevant are marked with x ..

f Ceylon, Finland, Greece, Guatemala, Ireland, Israel, Norway,
Portugal, Puerto Rico, and the Federation of' Rhodesia and
Nyasaland: calculations made separately f'or each, but
presented in totals onlYe
Source: Snape,

R~H.,

op$ cit.
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TABLE

10

PROJECTIONS OF NET IMPORTS OF SUGAR FOR THE MAIN
IMPORTING REGIONS (EXCLUDING SINO-SOVIET AREA) (lif
ASSU1~TION OF CONSTANT PRICES
(1000 metric tons, raw value)
Index, 1957-590 100
Resion

1969-71

1957-59
L ..

L..

H.

110

110

North America1

4,931

5,450

H"
5,450

Western Europe

3,179

2,700

2,700

85

85,

Japan

1,191

1,850

1,950

155

164

Total industrialised
countries

.2001

10.000

10,100

108

108

Near East

811

1,000

1,200

123

148

2
North .A:frica

679

600

700

90

103

Rest of Africa3

329

500

660

152

200

1: 81 2

2a 1OO

b560

112

ill

11,120

12,1~

12~660

Total Near East 3
and Africa
GRAND TOTAL

&

-

1

Including Puerto Rico and

2

Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia

109

=

114

====

Hawaii~
0

3 Excluding South Africa 9 Mauritius and Reunion.
Note:
Source:

Land H are low and high estimates

respectively~

Agricultural Commodities - Projections for 1970 ..
Commodity Review 1962 - Special Supplement, Part II p~36.
F.A.O., Rome ..
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TABLE

11

ORIGIN OF IMPORTS OF RAW SUGAR INTO NEVi ZEALAND

(£000)
Year

Australia

Fi,ji

Taiwan

1953

1,723

252

1954

2!J 41 7
2,567
2))300

19 1 74
19 606

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

Source~

29 880
29 6 54
1))897
29 160
1,,529
19773
5))229

-

Cuba

99

~

Dominican
Indonesia E,epublic

220

1,,454
1))273
1.9 239

143

910
884358

244-

531
1))285

995
336

457

967

New Zealand Year Books 1953-1961 and Department ot:
Industries and Commerce 1962-30
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TABLE

BREAKDOWN OF NEW ZEALAND REFINED SUGAR PRICE
(in pence per IDe)
From 9 April 1 962
Date V{hen Price Became Effective
Price

ComE.0nen~

Landed price of raw sugar
Refined eqUivalent
Refineris margin*
Excise duty
Price to wholesaler
Wholesaler~s margin
Price to retailer
Retailer's margin
Price to Consumer

1962
9.. 4

1964-

126~

1l.!2

17.,6

26,,60

28 .. 1 "

25,,3~

2:5

3,,5

4-"J+

5,.1

6 0

4-,,5
2 .. 2

5~2

6,,1

2 .. 2

2,,2

8 4
8,,5
2 .. 2

1~0

'j ~O

1.,0

1.0

1 0

1,,0

7~7

903
,,3

8,,4-

6,,6
0,,9

7~O
1~O

7*9

8,,4e,3
8 7

'11" 7

0,,2

6,,8
02

0

96

1,,2

7~5

8,,0

9,,0

9.. 9

3 .. 1
3,,2
202
1,,0
6QLr

~=

306
2,,2

n

"L

1 ,,1

'"'ff"--==e.<~~_

.................

0

c

0

0

0

-=-

16 .. 1.

501 1

5 .. 2
202

90:1

9,,4-

,,41201

87

10,3

1 .. 7

1,,2

202
1,,0
12 .. 6
,,413 O
1 .. 8

10e9

13~8

909

14-$8

0

0

03
0

Q

=-=

'l'

Includes cost of manufaoturel> Auckland cartage ehargesj> reserve stock allowanc8,9
a&ninistratiol1 eJl.'})enses and refiner's profits> and transport costs to areas outside
Auckland province to ensure that the retail price of' sugar is uniform in the main eentres.

1

The stabilization scheme operated :f'rom 26
the landed price of raw sugar o

Source:

The Department of' Industries and

Ju''16

1963 and has absorbed a proportion of'

Commerce~

TABLE

13

PRODUCTION OF WHITE SUGAR FROM BEET

nr

THE UNITED KINGDOM

Beets
bought
(l.£ng tons)

Year ended
31 March

Sugar in terms
of white sugar
-110ng tons)

1960

5,509 3 769

773,292

1961

7,215,261

887 , 525

1962

5, 936J)479

760~388

1963

5~313!)OO3

686»5<j 2

23,,974l)512 (a.)

TOTALS

3 .. 107,717 (b)

~

!~

The average tonnage of bee-!; required to produce
DrAe ton of' refined sugar during

1960=63

8

~

Using a conversion rate of 92 parts refined

;::

7 ~ 7 tons

=100

parts raw 7",7 tons of 'beet produce 1 .. 09 tons of
raw sugars
At £5 per ton for beet the cost of the raw sugar

is £35G3 per ton$

Sourceg Report of the Direotors and Statement of Acoounts
for year enlled 31 March '1963 iJ British Sugar
Corporation Ltde9 London~ po18o
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TABLE

1lj.

PRORATION OF QUOTAS UNDER THE UNITED STATES
SUGAR ACT AMENDMENT 1 962
(short tons» raw value)
Pr ..)ration of i'i:i:'st

-Area

9,,700,000
short tons

Proration of each
addi tional 1 00,000
short tons

Domestio~

Domestic beet sugar
Mainland. cane
Hawaii
Puerto RiclO
Virgin Islands
Total Domestio

2 9 650,000
895»000
11)110 9 000
1.11140))000
~
Z~8~~

Fcre~I,l;:

Philippines
Cuba
Peru
Dominican Republi,e
Mexioo
Brazil
British West Indies
Australia
Republic of China
French West Africa
Colombia
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Eouadoi1.l'·
India

i j)050!,000

194849121 (1)
189,804
}19»804 (2)
189~804

180~186
90~2,3.5

39!)884
35,075
29~ 981+
29" 984
24,892
24,892
24»892
20 j) 084

-65,000
0

20,220
2~348

2,348
2,348
2,230
1,116
494435
371

371
308
308
308
248

Haiti
20 084
248
Guatemala
20~084
248
South Africa
20~084.
248
Panama
14" 992
185
El Salvador
10,183
126
Paraguay
99 900
1 23
British Honduras
9,900
123
Fiji Islands
9,900
123
Netherlands
9p 900
123
Other Countries
1,332
0
Ireland
10,000
0
Argentina
~=A 20» 0QQ
= __."....,.Q
Total Foreign
3,890 9 000
35$000
GRAND TOTAL
2; 700, OQ.Q
.1 00,000
1. Percentage proration reduced by 150» 000 tons to cover added
allooations to Dominican Republic and Argentinas Balance of proration~ not made while DeSo is not in diplomatic relations with
Cuba becomes "Global quota!!" 20 Includes 130,000 tons allocated
from proration for Cubae
Sourceg The World Sugar Economy Stru0'ture and Policies Vol. 10
International Sugar Counci19 London~ 1963 po113, Table 26$
j)
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TABLE

15

PRICE PREMIUM ON UNITED, STATES QUOTA SUGAR
(u.S. cents/lb. raw value)
Year

U.S. Price
cei"f'. (a)
New York

Insurance and
}!'reight Cuba

(2)

(1 )

1950
195"1
1952
1953
19541955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

(a)

5s43

0~34-

5~56

0.,49
0.. 41
0.36
0.38

5~76

5.79
5.59
5.45
5.59

U.S. Price
f'., a .. s., Cuba

(4)

5.09
5.07
5.35

4.98
5.67
4-.17
3.4-1
3.26
3.24
3.4-8
5.16
3.50

5~4-3

5,,21
4~99

5~74

0.49
0.44-

5.77

0~36

5~ 7J+

0.39

5.80
5,,68

0~42

5.10
5.30
5.4-1
5..35
5.38
5.,26

5~82

7.,22

0,.42
0 .. 42

Free Market
Price f .. a. s.
Cuba

(1) -(2) ~(3)

0~4-6

0 .. 42

1950-1963

2~97

5~4-0

3.142.92
2,,93

6~80

7 ~71

U.S
Price
Premium
ft

(3)-(4-)~(5)

0.11
-0.60
1.18
2.02
1.95
1. 75
1.62
0.141.91
2$38
2.26
2~34
2~47
·~o~

91

Ex duty

~:
~:

The Figures for

1961, 1962

and

1963

are, of' course, hypothetical.

Snape, R.H. OPe cit. and Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural
Economics and Statistics, F.A.O., Rome.
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TABLE 16
C01~ON\f.KALTH

SUGAR AGREE1ffiNT QUOTAS: 1963

Overall Agreement
Quota
Countrl

Price
_______
-Negotiated
Basic
Actual ror
guo~a

long tons
Lon~_tons(tel$guel.) _l t"g*l_

1963 (a)
long tons ( t .. g.. )

Australia

600~000

300,000

315)\ 000

West Indies and
B"ritish Guiana

900,000

641~O50

673,,103

British Honduras

25$000

18,,000

18" 900

East Arrica

10,000

5,000

5,,250

Fj.ji

170~000

120,000

126,000

Mauritius

470,000

335,000

351,750

2,175,000

1,419,050

1~490,003

TOTAL

(a)

All quotas 5% above base"
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TAJ)LE 17
NEGOTIATED PRICE PREMIUM UNDER COMMONWEALTH SUGAR AGREEMENT
1950-1963
Negotiated Avo Free
Negotiated AVfJ Free
Negotiated
Price
Price
Mkt .. Price
Price
Mkt"Price
£/long ton £/long ton U~S~cents/ UeS.cents/ Premium
(a)
lb" equiv .. lb .. equive U.Socents/
(b)
Ib s eguiv.
~
(2)
(1 )
(4)
~3) -(4)~(5)
0)

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

(a)

30
32
38
42
41
40
40
42
43
45
4445
45
46
46

10
17
10
6

0
6
0

8
0 0
15 0
15 0
3 4
16 8
2 0
8 10
2 0
15 3

o '10
o 10

40
49
45
30
29
31
,35
46
31
27
28
25
25
71
=

16
11
13
18
15
10
0
17
7
5
6
13
19
14
=

8
8
44
0

3081
4 .. 11
4 .. 81
5,,29

0

5,,94
5094
5e27
5,,48
5 64
5056
5,,64
5072
5.. 76
5 .. 76

0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0

-

5012

0

5010
6.. 20
5071
3.86
3.72
3.. 94
4 .. 38
5 .. 86
3 .. 92
3~81

3 .. 54
3021
3.. 24
8.. 96

-1.29
-2 .. 09
-0~90

1 .. 43

1 .. 40
2.00
1 .. 56
-0 .. 59
1,,56
1,,83
2 .. 02
2.. 43
2.. 48
-3e20

Se1lers are liable for agreed rates of freight and
insurance and buyers for any additional charges~

Source:

Snape, R.He

ope cit$ and Czarnikow Sugar Reviews.
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